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Abstract—Crowdsourcing IoT (Crowd-IoT) can improve IoT
applications but still faces challenges due to diverse service
quality or IoT nodes’ selfishness. For this, numerous studies intro-
duced Game Theory to model Crowd-IoT. However, participants’
strategy selection and influence factors are rarely discussed.
Moreover, game players are often considered fully rational and
homogeneous (holding symmetric action sets. In this context,
we propose an Evolutionary Game (EG) involving four Crowd-
IoT participants, namely service provider (i.e., worker), service
requestor, manager, and platform, to analyze influence factors to
strategy changes through both theoretical analysis and numerical
results.

Index Terms—Game Theory, Crowdsourcing, IoT (Internet of
Things), Strategy selection, Stable Strategy,

I. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A massive amount of sensitive information is being gathered
and processed in Crowd-IoT systems, and since malicious
or selfish Crowd-IoT participants may behave in a complex
strategic manner, modeling Crowd-IoT participants’ strategy
selections and inter-influence becomes essential. Just to name
a victim, the UCSD (University of California San Diego) team
suffered from malicious crowdsourcing workers [1] in 2011.
In this regard, Game Theory is viewed as an efficient tool.

In literature, many game-based solutions have been pro-
posed to model the interactions between ’participants’ in
Crowd-IoT. One model considering trust between service
providers and consumers is proposed in [2], where the
decision-making is aided by a classification scheme to de-
termine the evaluated participants’ types. However, this work
mainly focuses on trust evaluation instead of strategy changes.
With the purpose of formulating participants’ behaviors, Game
Theory has been applied thanks to its dynamic nature. Studies
adopting prisoner’s dilemma (PD) game to analyze partici-
pants’ behaviors in Crowd-IoT are proposed in [3, 4], but
these two works are both based on a symmetric payoff matrix
treating the requestor and the worker homogeneously, which
does not fully suit reality. In [5], authors designed an incentive
model using the repeated game for Crowd-IoT, but the strategy
selection and related influence is insufficiently discussed. A
very recent work in [6] utilized Stochastic Bayesian Game
(SBG) to address the Byzantine Altruistic Rational (BAR)
based misbehavior, where workers’ behavioral types can be
deduced reasonably, and the requestor can perform optimal
actions accordingly by considering the long-term gain. How-
ever, this defense policy can only be applied from a single par-

ticipant’s vision, and the influence factors of Crowd-IoT par-
ticipants’ strategy selection are not addressed. Authors in [7]
designed a model for a recommendation incentive mechanism
by introducing EG. On the one hand, they proved that non-
cooperative agents could be suppressed. On the other hand, the
agents considered in their work are identical regarding strate-
gies, and the discussion of inter-influence by strategy selection
is also missing. From the above review, there are still several
limitations. First, the majority of existing game theoretical so-
lutions consider players homogeneous, which does not match
the Crowd-IoT reality. Second, the inter-influence caused by
the participants’ strategy selection is insufficiently discussed.
Third, participants are mostly regarded as fully rational in
classic game theoretical modeling, but real Crowd-IoT systems
do not require such an assumption. Lastly, existing models
focus on interactions without involving the Crowd-IoT plat-
form and service manager, where the latter two are important
components in Crowd-IoT. In this context, the contributions
of this work are fourfold: i)We involve the platform and
service manager as game participants in an Evolutionary Game
fitting the Crowd-IoT system’s property to model participants’
interactions regarding strategy changes appropriately. ii)We
consider crowdsourcing participants heterogeneous to enable
a more reasonable analysis of their behaviors, such that they
are no longer homogeneous strategy- or action-based. iii)We
analyze the unilateral stable strategy per participant and the
Evolutionary Stable Strategy of the system. iv)We conduct a
simulation to validate the proposed model’s performance and
evaluate the inter-influences of participants’ strategy changes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
details the game formulation. Section III analyzes strategies
stability for each participant. Then, the system’s ESS will be
explained in Section IV, and the numerical results are pre-
sented in Section V. Lastly, Section VI draws the conclusion.

II. GAME FORMULATION

Fig. 1(a) shows the overview of the considered Crowd-
IoT system: Platform (PLT) refers to the technological in-
frastructure facilitating the collaboration and participation of
numerous requestors and workers [8]. Most current works
assume that the platform is fully trusted in Crowd-IoT, but
it is also possible that the platform acts in a negligent
manner during the implementation of measures. Manager
(Mgr), also known as a broker, aims to aid the platform
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Fig. 1: (a) Considered scenario; (b) Game Tree

with a specialized interface by offering quality assurance
or task results validation [9]. Requestor (SR), also known
as crowdsourced/publisher, can be an individual or a group
of individuals publishing crowdsourcing tasks for solving
a relatively complex problem. Workers (SP), also known
as service providers/solvers, accomplish dedicated tasks by
deploying their own knowledge and skills. It can be noticed
that crowdsourcing participants may not perform altruistically
as expected during the service process due to the nature of
greediness. In this context, the Evolutionary Game (EG) is
advantageous in modeling Crowd-IoT.

EG was first introduced in 1973 [10], aiming to evolve
populations in biology, where animals’ competition can be
modeled, i.e., nature selection, i.e., nature selection. In an
EG, players are interpreted as populations. The probabilities
in a mixed strategy of a player are defined as shares of the
population, which is proved as equal to the probability of
performing different actions when modeling human behaviors
[11]. EG considered individuals within the same part of the
population to play the same pure strategy, and the main
‘solution’ concept is the Evolutionary Stable Strategy (ESS).
Classic Game Theory is on the basis of the assumption that
players are rational, but EG games are not based on such
assumption, i.e., players are regarded with bounded rationality,
which suits the situation in the real world as IoT users often
perform with preference, even with bias. Furthermore, since
modeling the Crowd-IoT system remains challenging due to
the fact that it consists of numerous nodes and complex
networking architecture, by employing the ’population’ notion
(particularly for SR and SP), the EG enables finding the ESS
focusing on the dynamics of strategy changes.

The game tree, consisting of EG players and their strategy
selections, is visualized in Fig. 1(b). We consider the crowd-
sourcing service process as follows: The SR first publishes the
task proposal via the PLT, and then the Mgr helps the PLT to
recruit qualified SP after analyzing the related requirements
for the dedicated service.

From the perspective of SP, we assume x and the cost
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CH
sp of SR for performing hardworking for the dedicated task,

otherwise performing poor service with (1−x) by paying CN
sp.

Mgr can launch a filtering scheme with an additional cost
Cf to check the crowdsourced data or ignore this step by
paying a relatively lower cost Cmgr, where the former and
latter strategies are assumed respectively with probabilities y
and (1 − y). Any non-compliant crowdsourced data detected
by Mgr will make SP has no income.

To guarantee the quality of the crowdsourcing service, PLT
can also investigate the crowdsourced data by paying CH

plt

through a strict supervision process assumed by w, or PLT
maintains loose supervision assumed by (1 − w) probability
with a lower cost CN

plt. If any error or omission is captured
by PLT, punishment Psp and Pmgr will be applied to SP and
Mgr. After that, the crowdsourced data will be released to SR.

SR may trust the crowdsourced data directly and utilize it
for its own purposes without any verification by (1− z). Or,
assumed by z, SR can also mistrust the data and check the
obtained crowdsourced data paying CH

sr .
The bad service causes Lsr damage to SR. On the other

hand, SR can report the issue, and then SP and Mgr will lose
Tsp and Tmgr trust depending on µ in the range of [0 1]
describing the importance of service, and the SR as the victim
will receive compensation Rsr also depending on µ (i.e., µTsp,
µTmgr, and µRsr). Meanwhile, the PLT will lose Tplt as trust.
Successful crowdsourcing services will provide PLT, Mgr, SP,
and SR a gain per each accordingly as reward and incentives,
namely Gplt, Gmgr, Gsp, and Gsr.

Payoffs are given in Table I. We consider several essential
constraints in payoffs: G·-C·>C·, this is because successful
crowdsourcing service should be encouraged by giving posi-
tive overall payoff. We set CI

· =0 since they are ’insignificant’
and to somehow simplify the following calculation. Moreover,
we impose T·>G· since the lost trust should never be recov-
ered by the gain in order to punish their selfishness.



III. UNILATERAL STRATEGIES STABILITY ANALYSIS

We apply the replication dynamics equation [12] to analyze
the strategy stability. For any strategy {k, 1− k}, denoting by
Ek and E1−k, the payoffs of k and 1 − k respectively, the
expected payoff reads Ē = kEk + (1 − k)E1−k. Then, the
replication dynamic equations, which are formally defined as
F (u) := ∂u

∂t , for u ∈ {k, 1 − k}, are given in this case by
F (k) = k(Ex − Ē), F (1− k) = (1− k)(E1−k − Ē), that is,

F (k) = k(1− k)(Ek − E1−k), F (1− k) = −F (k). (1)

A. Platform

From (1), the PLT’s replication dynamic equation is given by:
for all w ∈ [0, 1],

Fplt(w) =w(1− w)

×
{
[x+ (1− x)(1− y)](CN

plt − CH
plt)

+ (1− x)(1− y)[Psp + Pmgr + (1− z)Tplt]
}

=:w(1− w)Hplt(z). (2)

In particular, we get that for all w,

dFplt(w)

dw
= (1− 2w)Hplt(z). (3)

Now let

z10 = 1−
[x+ (1− x)(1− y)](CH

plt − CN
plt)

(1− x)(1− y)Tplt
+

Psp + Pmgr

Tplt

Based on the stability theorem of dynamical systems, the
strategy w of the platform corresponds to a stable strategy if it
satisfies Fplt=0 together with dFplt

dw <0. Therefore, it follows
from (2) and (3) that i)If z<z10 , Fplt|w=1=0, and so PLT’s
stable strategy is to supervise the crowdsourced data in a strict
manner; ii)If z>z10 , Fplt|w=0=0, and so PLT’s stable strategy
is to apply perfunctory governance; iii)If z=z10 , any w ∈ [0, 1]
is an equilibrium point, and the stable strategy cannot be
determined. We observe that ∂Hplt

∂z <0 for all z, and thus Hplt

is a decreasing function of z. The above study concerning the
PLT’s stable strategy demonstrates that when z increases, the
SR is more inclined to check the received service, leading to
the PLT carrying out more loose supervision. As the value of z
declines, SR uses the crowdsourced data with less verification,
and PLT implements rigorous supervision.

B. Service Provider

From (1), SP’s replication dynamic equation is as follows: for
all x ∈ [0, 1],

Fsp(x) =x(1− x)

×
{
[1− (1− w)(1− y)(1− z)]Gsp + q(1− w)

× (1− y)Tsp + w(1− y)Psp − CH
sp + CN

sp

}
=:x(1− x)Hsp(z),where q = z + (1− z)µ. (4)

In particular, we get that for all x:

dFsp(x)

dx
= (1− 2x)Hsp(z). (5)

Let

z20 =
CH

sp − CN
sp − [1− (1− w)(1− y)]Gsp − w(1− y)Psp

(1− w)(1− y)[Gsp + (1− µ)Tsp]

+
(1− w)(1− y)µTsp

(1− w)(1− y)[Gsp + (1− µ)Tsp]

On the basis of the stability theorem for dynamical systems,
the strategy x corresponds to a stable strategy if it satisfies
Fsp=0 together with dFsp

dx <0. Therefore, it follows from (4)
and (5) that i)If z<z20 , Fsp|x=0=0, and so SP’s stable strategy
is providing ’poor’ service; ii)If z>z20 , Fsp|x=1=0, and so the
stable strategy of the SP is performing high-quality service;
iii)If z=z20 , any x ∈ [0, 1] is an equilibrium point, and the
stable strategy cannot be determined. It can be noted that
∂Hsp

∂z >0 for all z, and so Hsp is an increasing function of z.
The SP’s stable strategy analysis explains the SP is more likely
to deliver satisfactory service when SR is more cautious rather
than placing direct trust in it. As z decreases, SP becomes
increasingly irresponsible by performing perfunctory service.

C. Service Manager

From (1), Mgr’s replication dynamic equation is given as: for
all y ∈ [0, 1],

Fmgr(y) = y(1− y)

×
{
(q(1− w)(1− x)Tmgr + w(1− x)Pmgr

− (1− w)(1− x)(1− z)Gmgr − Cf

}
=: y(1− y)Hmgr(w),where q same in (4). (6)

In particular, we get that for all y,

dFmgr(y)

dy
= (1− 2y)Hmgr(w). (7)

Now let

w0 =
Cf + (1− x)(1− z)Gmgr − q(1− x)Tmgr

(1− x)((1− z)Gmgr + Pmgr − qTmgr)

According to the stability theorem for dynamical systems, the
strategy y corresponds to a stable strategy if it satisfies Fmgr=0
together with dFmgr

dy <0. Therefore, it follows from (6) and (7)
that i)If w>w0, Fmgr|y=1=0, and so Mgr’s stable strategy will
be launching the filter function; ii)If w<w0, Fmgr|y=0=0, and
Mgr’s stable strategy will be disabling the filter function; iii)If
w=w0, any y ∈ [0, 1] is an equilibrium point, and the stable
strategy cannot be determined. It can be seen that ∂Hmgr

∂w >0
for all w, and so Hmgr is an increasing function of w. The
above Mgr’s stable strategy analysis indicates that the Mgr is
more willing to launch the filtering process when the PLT
prefers strict supervision. With decreasing w, PLT governs
less the crowdsourced data, consequently resulting in a more
negligent performance by Mgr.



D. Service Requestor

Based on (1), SR’s replication dynamic equation is:

Fsr(z) = z(1− z)

×
{
(1− w)(1− x)(1− y)

× (Lsr − µRsr − CH
sr)− xCH

sr

}
=: z(1− z)Hsr(y). (8)

In particular, we get that for all z:

dFsr(z)

dz
= (1− 2z)Hsr(y). (9)

Let

y0 = 1− xCH
sr

(1− w)(1− x)(1− y)(Lsr − µRsr − CH
sr)

As analyzed by the stability theorem for dynamical systems,
the strategy z corresponds to a stable strategy if it satisfies
Fsr=0 together with dFsr

dz <0. Therefore, it follows from (8)
and (9) that i)If y<y0, Fsr|z=1=0, and so the stable strategy of
SR is doubting the crowdsourced data; ii)If y>y0, Fsr|z=0=0,
and thus the SR’s stable strategy will be trusting directly
without checking; iii)If y=y0, any z ∈ [0, 1] is an equilibrium
point, and the stable strategy cannot be determined. We notice
that ∂Hsr

∂y <0 for all y when Lsr>µRsr+CH
sr , and so Hsr is

an increasing function of y. The above analysis of SR’s stable
strategy explicates that SR will believe more in crowdsourcing
services if Mgr performs more filtering processes. Otherwise,
SR will choose to mistrust due to decreasing y.

IV. EVOLUTIONARY STABLE STRATEGY ANALYSIS

Based on the nonlinear function stability discrimination in
the first rule of Lyapunov stability theorem [13], the equilib-
rium points (EP) can be viewed as stable when eigenvalues
of the Jacobian matrix derived from the above-calculated
replication equations are less than 0, and the correspond-
ing strategy combination is the ESS of the system. Table
II presents calculated EPs, where 1 : µTsp<CH

sp-CN
sp and

Lsr<µRsr+CH
sr; 2 : µTsp>CH

sp-CN
sp;

It can be seen that there are two possible stable ESS points,
namely EP1 and EP5. EP1 indicates a situation in which
SR always performs ’poor’ service, and then Mgr and PLT
never engage in the data verification, and finally, SR becomes
blind in a manner that the received crowdsourced data will be
utilized directly without any investigation. This is the worst
case but a potential ESS point in the system. When 1 is
met, showing that the penalty in terms of trust is insufficient,
and the cost of SR verifying the crowdsourced data becomes
difficult to afford as it must be greater than the damage to SR
caused by poor service. The situation brought by EP1 must
be avoided, meaning that parameters concerning 1 should
be carefully configured. EP5 represents the equilibrium that
SP provides high-quality crowdsourcing service thanks to its
hardworking strategy selection, Mgr and PLT participate less
in data verification, and the SR holds high confidence in

TABLE II: Stabilization table, *=uncertain

Equilibrium 
Point

(λ1, λ2,  λ3, λ4)
Symbol

Stability
Analysis

EP1(0,0,0,0) (－, *, －,  *) ESS if ①
EP2(0,0,0,1) (＋, ＋, ＋, *) Unstable
EP3(0,0,1,0) (0, ＋,  *,  0) Unstable
EP4(0,0,1,1) (0, ＋, －, 0) Unstable
EP5(0,1,0,0) (－, *, －, － ) ESS if ②
EP6(0,1,0,1) (－,－,－,＋ ) Unstable
EP7(0,1,1,0) (－,－, ＋, －) Unstable
EP8(0,1,1,1) (－,－,＋,＋) Unstable
EP9(1,0,0,0) (*, ＋, ＋,  0) Unstable
EP10(1,0,0,1) (－, ＋, ＋, 0) Unstable
EP11(1,0,1,0) (0, ＋, －, 0) Unstable
EP12(1,0,1,1) (0, ＋, －,  0) Unstable
EP13(1,1,0,0) (＋, －, －, －) Unstable
EP14(1,1,0,1) (＋,－, －,＋) Unstable
EP15(1,1,1,0) (＋,－,＋,－) Unstable
EP16(1,1,1,1) (＋,－,＋,＋) Unstable
    * uncertain 

SP’s service, in a way that Mgr, PLT, and SR can save cost
somehow and at the same time the crowdsourcing service is
released correctly and successfully. Apparently, this is the ideal
ESS point in the Crowd-IoT system. Meeting condition 2
means the lost trust due to bad service should be greater than
the gap between hardworking and neglectful performance for
SP, which is reasonable that the penalty in terms of trust shall
be large enough.

For other unstable EPs, taking EP16 as an example, this ESS
point describes a situation in which the SP provides high-level
service; only PLT verifies the crowdsourced data to guarantee
the service quality; however, if we return to the stable strategy
analysis for PLT and SP, where we clearly explain that high-
quality service provided by SP and the mistrust strategy of
SR will cause PLT to be more inclined to implement loose
supervision, which contradicts the situation depicted by E16.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

TABLE III: Initial simulation parameter values

ParameterValue ParameterValue ParameterValue
μ 0.3 CpltN 2 Tplt 20
Gmgr 12 Cmgr 1 Tmgr 15
Gsp 25 Cf 4 Tsp 26
Pmgr 5 CspH 10 Lsr 15
Psp 10 CspN 2 Rsr 5
CpltH 12 CsrH 12

By respecting the constraints of payoffs mentioned in
Section II and two conditions in Seciont IV (meet 2 and
avoid 1 ), the parameters are set initially as in table III.
With the purpose of observing the inter-influence between
participants in terms of trust, in our work, we consider
varying the following values to visualize how participants’
strategies are influenced: µ={0.1, 0.3, 0.5}; Tsp={22, 26, 27};
Cf={4, 0.5, 0}; CH

plt={12, 4, 3}
It can be seen from Fig. 2, as µ increases, i.e., higher-

importance tasks are proposed, the probability that the SP



Fig. 2: Strategy changes by varying relevant values

will work conscientiously will increase. This is because the
punishment and distrust received due to poor services are
unaffordable for SP. Meanwhile, the PLT and Mgr will perform
less investigation to save costs. As for strategy changes by
varying TpSP , an increase in Tsp forces SP to be more
willing to choose x strategy, i.e., hardworking for service. x
values converge to 1 in figures of µ=0.5 and Tsp=27, and
they both fit the condition 2 studied in the previous section,
i.e., µTsp>CH

sp-CN
sp. This also shows the Crowd-IoT system

becomes stable, matching EP5 in Table II.
The impact of varying the additional cost of the filtering

process, specifically from Cf=4 to Cf=0.5, reveals that cost
reductions have a positive effect on improving the frequency
of poor-quality services provided by SP. Furthermore, when
Cf=0, the probability of Mgr implementing the filtering pro-
cess remains constant, resulting in a high level of service
from SP, i.e., x=1. Likewise, as the variable CH

plt lowers, it
is obvious that SP is more likely to provide services in a
diligent manner. (It should be noted that the situation where
Cf=0 is impossible in the real world, and the purpose of
testing this value is to show effects caused by varying related
costs.) By manipulating these two parameters, it becomes
evident that the only way to reach the EP5 without changing
other configurations of the Crowd-IoT system is to reduce the
cost associated with the verification of the crowdsourced data
conducted by Mgr or PLT.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a EG game is employed to model Crowd-IoT
participants’ interactions and to observe their strategy changes.
In this EG-based model, participants are considered hetero-
geneous in terms of strategy, and participants are bounded
rational, which fits the reality in true Crowd-IoT systems.
Moreover, EG game modeling enables stable strategy analysis
for each participant, where we give a preliminary but essential
theoretical analysis. Based on this, the ESS of the system is
also discussed. Finally, the numerical results demonstrate the
changes in participants’ strategy selection by varying different
influence factors. In our future work, we consider combining
SP and SR as IoT devices that can simultaneously both
consume and provide services and apply the proposed model
with real-world devices.
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